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Povzetek - Na kratko je opisano sinhrotronsko sevanje in možnosti za njegovo uporabo. Elet-
tra, sinhrotron tretje generacije, ki ga gradijo v Trstu, je predstavljen in njegove bistvene 
karakteristike so podane. Prikazane so tekoče aktivnosti v Sloveniji, povezane z Elettro. 

Abstract - Synchrotron radiation and the possibilities for its applications are shortly pre
sented. Elettra, the third generation synchrotron, now under construction in Trieste, Italy, is 
briefly described and its main characteristics are given. Current activities in Slovenia, related 
to ELETTRA, are presented. 

1. Introduction: Synchrotron Radiation Characteristics 

Electromagnetic radiation emitted by charged particles - usually electrons or positrons, 
when they are moving at almost the speed of light on the circular orbits into which 
they are constrained by the strong magnetic field of the "bending" magnets, is called 
synchrotron radiation. For the first time the phenomenon was observed by chance 
with the naked eye in the form of visible light, in the General Electric Synchrotron in 
Schenectady in 1947. Synchrotron radiation (SR) is characterized by: 
- wide spectral range (continuum, from infrared to X-ray region, see Figure 1), 
- high intensity ( storage ring can emit lkW to several MW of radiation), 
- high degree of collimation (the radiation is emitted into very small angular cone 
around the instantaneous particle velocity direction, for example at electron energy of 
2 GeV, the photons of critical energy - see Table 1, are on the average emitted at the 
cone angle of 0.3 mrad), 
- high brilliance of the source (because of small cross section of the e~ beam and 
high degree of collimation of emitted radiation, e.g. for ELETTRA the brilliance will 
reach up to ~ 5 1018 photons/s/ mm2/ mrad2/ 0.1%bw), 
- well defined time structure (electrons circulate in storage ring in bunches with 
typical length 50 ps to Ins, therefore radiation is emitted in short flashes of bunch 
duration; pulse repetition frequency is in the range from few ns to few fa), 
-polarization (completely linear in the plane of the e~ beam orbit and elliptical above 
and below it), 
-quantitatively known characteristics ( SR can be quantitatively calculated with 
small number of well-defined parameters.). 

The properties of the synchrotron radiation can be calculated by the method of 
classical electrodynamics applied to the relativistic electrons (or positrons) moving in 
circular orbits. From the theory, developed originally by Ivanenko and Pomeranchuk 
[1] and Schwinger [2], and described in detail for example in [3] and [4] some basic 
equations are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Some useful equations describing synchrotron radiation. 
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Critical wavelength of emitted radiation, defined in Table 1, is selected so, that one 
half of the total emitted power corresponds to wavelengths shorter than and one half to 
the wavelengths longer than the critical wavelengtli. The shape of the emitted spectrum 
can be conveniently described as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: The shape of the radiation spectrum of an electron, moving in the curved 
trajectory. Ordinate is given per GeV of electron energy and per mA of electron current. 
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2. Synchrotron Radiation Utilization 

Since its discovery synchrotron radiation has grown in an important research tool 
in the areas of science ranging from physics and material science, through chemistry 
to the life science such as medical, biological and biophysical research. An attempt to 
illustrate at least part of its uses is presented in Figure 2, reproduced from [5] while 
more complete descriptions can be found in e.g. [4]. 
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, Figure 2: Some of the synchrotron radiation application. 

Despite the wide variety of applications, the common basis of most of the syn
chrotron experiments is, that they test the electronic structure of matter and the way 
atoms are bound together to form molecules, liquids and solids. 

In order to meet the quickly growing demand, the synchrotron radiation sources 
developed from the parasitic use of high energy physics accelerators to the "third gen
eration" fully dedicated synchrotrons. At the beginning of 1990's the existing world's 
facilities were able to provide a total of approximately 10s hours per year of beam-
lines (experimental stations) operation and it is predicted that capacity will have been 
doubled by the year 2000 [6]. Currently, many SR sources are under construction, for 
example: European Synchrotron Radiation Facility at Grenoble, France, SPRING-8 in 
Nishi-Harima, Japan, APS in Argonne and ALS in Berkeley both in USA, and Elettra 
in Trieste, Italy, which will be described in more details. 

3. ELETTRA characteristics and status 

Following a feasibility study performed by an International Scientific Committee 
(February 1987) and users workshop (May 1987), it was decided to build an ultrabright 
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radiation source in the photon energy range 1 to 2 keV. In May 1987 the company 
"Sincrotrone Trieste" was formally charged by the Italian Government to develop the 
facility, with a total budget for construction of ~ 115 million US $.. The machine is 
expected to be commissioned by the end of 1993. 

The option chosen is a 1.5 GeV full energy injected machine, with incorporated 
possibilities for upgrade to 2GeV. Elettra is made up of three distinct parts: 1.5 GeV 
linear accelerator (with planned upgrade to 2 GeV), 80 m long Unac to storage ring 
transfer line and a storage ring with circumference of <v 260 m, capable of operating at 
electron energies of 2.0 GeV. Main parameters are given in Table 2. 

Table 2: ELETTRA - main parameters 

Lattice (Expanded Chasman-Green): 
Periods 

Circumference (m) 
No. of straights for ID 

Straight sec. free length (m) 
No. of Bending Magnet ports 

RF-fr«quency (MHz) 
Maximum Bunch Number 

Performance: 
Electron Energy (GeV) 

Bunch Length at Peak Current, rms (ps) 
Single Bunch Mode 
MultibuRCh Mode 
Maximum Current 

Single Bunch Mode (mA) 
Multibunch Mode (mA) 

App. Beam Lifetime (hrs) 
(p = 2.5 nTorr, inner ID gap 2 cm for 1.5 GeV, 

1.5 cm for 2GeV) 
Single Bunch Mode 
Multibunch Mode 

Beam Dimensions and Divergences 
at 2 GeV at Various Source Points 

Vh/ov (mm / mm) 
cr'h(<r'v (mrad/mrad) 

12 
259.2 

11 
4.8 
12 

499.65 
432 

1.5 

98 
24 

8.5 
400 

3.1 
7.4 

BM t t 

0.127/0.074 
0.254/0.023 

2.0 

110 
36 

9.8 
200 

6.8 
11.0 

ID* 
0.240/0.043 
0-030/0.017 

"Bending Magnet 
'insertion Device 

The sources of synchrotron radiation are, besides bending magnets, also the so 
called insertion devices, which basically consist of periodic structure of magnets of 
alternating polarity, installed in the straight sections of the storage ring. They force the 
electrons to oscillate; if the oscillations are small with respect to the natural divergence 
of synchrotron beam (7"1), the device is called undulator, otherwise is called wiggler. 
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In wiggler the magnetic field is stronger than that of bending magnets, therefore 
the local radios of curvature of the electron beam is smaller than in bending magnet. 
Consequently, the spectrom emitted from wiggler is shifted to higher energies. The 
intensity is proportional to the number of magnet poles of the wiggler. 

'Undulator differs from the wiggler in that it is designed to produce quasi monochro
matic synchrotron radiation. The angular deflection of the electron beam is kept smaller 
or equal to the SR natural emission angle. Due to interference of radiation emitted by 
the same electron at different poles of the magnet, the radiation for a given angle 
of observation 6 (with respect to the beam direction) is almost monochromatic with 
wavelength: 

2 7 
where K is so called "deflection parameter": K = eB0\0/2nmoc, for B in tesla and 
the magnet period \0 in mm, then K = 0.09345oAo. Since the waves emitted by 
one electron add coherently, the photon intensity is proportional to the square of the 
number of magnet periods of undulator, however the intensity remains proportional to 
neutron current, because emissions from different electrons are incoherent. 

The parameters of the ELETTRA radiation sources are given in Table 3, while the 
corresponding brilliances and spectral fluxes are shown in Figure 3. 

Table 3: Parameters of ELETTRA Synchrotron Radiation Sources, for Electron Energy 
of 1.5 and 2.0 GeV; BM -Bending Magnet, W-Wiggler ,U-Undulator. 

BM 

W 12.5" 
N=326 

U 12.5 
N=36 

U/W 7.0 
N=63 

U5.6 
N = 81 

1.5 GeV 
B=0.91T 

e0 =1.4 keV 
s B=1.125T 

Kc= 13.1 
€. =1.7 keV 

Ptot = 2.859 kW 
Pi = 0.790 kW/mrad2 

K=3.9 
Ptot = 0.284 kW 

Pd = 0.262 kW/mrad2 

K=4.0 
PM = 0.955 kW 

Pi = 0.849 kW/mrad2 

K=2.4 
Ptot = 0.561 kW 

Pi = 0.817 kW/mrad2 

2GeV 
B=1.21T 

(0 =3.2 keV 
B=1.5T 
K=17.5 

t0 = 4.0 keV 
Ftot=9.037 kW 

Pi = 3.330 kW/mrad2 

K=5.3 
Pt0,= 0.950 kW 

Pi =1.137 kW/mrad2 

K=5.0 
Ptot= 2.660 kW 

Pi = 3.364 kW/mrod3 

K=3.2 
PM= 1-746 kW 

Pi = 3.444 kW/mrad2 

"12.5 is period (in cm ) of magnets. 
*N to number of periods. 
'K is so called "deflection parameter". 

At ELETTRA, the priority has been placed on scientific programs using undulator 
beamlines, as can be seen from Table 4, which lists beamlines, already approved by the 
ELETTRA Program Advisory Committee. 
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Figure 3: Spectral fluxes (top) and brilliances (bottom) of different SB. sources in 
ELETTRA ring: U - undulator, W - wiggler, BM - bending magnet. 

Table 4: Beamlines already approved by ELETTRA Program Advisory Committee. 

Approved by 
PACandCdA. 

Undet 
Construction 

PROPOSAL 

N» 
1 
Z 

3 

4 
5 

6 

7 

9 

BEAMUNEOR 
FAOllTY 

Superesca 

UV Photoemission 

Surface Diffraction 
(ALOIS A) 

X-ray Diffraction 

Small-angle 
scattering 

Gas-phase 
photoemission 

Scanning 
Spectxomicroscopy 

Spectxomicroscopy 

FIRST 

iNSTrrunoN 

ENEA 
CNR-ISM 

CNR 

CNR 
Austrian Academy of 

Sciences 

University of Rome I 

Sincrotrone Trieste, 
EPFL 

ENTRICERCHE 

PHOTON 

SOURCE 

V5.6 Undulator 

U12.5 
Unduiator 

U7J Undulator. 

W14 Wiggler 
BRANCH LINE 

of No. 4 

U12.5type 
Undulator 

BRANCH LINE 
of No. 2 

BRANCH LINE 
o f N o l 
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It is expected that the already existing strong international collaboration will be 
further increased thanks to the recent motion approved by the Scientific Delegations 
of the Hexagonal Initiative Countries, which propose ELETTRA as one of the four 
centers of the excellent science, to be organized in the Countries of the Hexagonal. 
This project [7] is primarily intended to facilitate access of the scientists from central 
and eastern Europe to ELETTRA, and includes among other design and construction 
of two new beamlines, necessary laboratories and auxiliary buildings. The financing of 
this project is expected from the funds, provided by the recently approved Italian law 
for the cooperation with countries from central and eastern Europe. 

Table 5: Groups in Slovenia, which expressed interest for the work on ELETTRA. 
Status as per 15th May 1992. 

Institution 
US - J.Stefan Institute 
Department of Low and 
Intermediate Energies 
Institute of Chemistry 
US 
Department of Nuclear Chemistry 

rsnsmttteof 
Owtology, US 
US 
Department of 
Condensed Matter Physics 

Department of Biochemistry 
US 
Department of 
Theoretical Physics 
US 
Department of Ceramics 
Chemical Institute 
Faculty of Natural Science and 
Technology, Department of Chemistry 
Institute of Metal 
Materials and Technologies 
Faculty of Natural Science and 
Technology, Dep. of Mining and Minerals 
Institute for Electronics 

1 and Vacuum Technics 

Type of research 
Multiple ionization 
absorption 
RAE, XRF 
EXAFS 
XRF 
(biological samples) 
diagnostic 
radiology 
structural studies 
diffraction 

crystallography 
of proteins 
diffraction 
small angle 
(polymers) 

crystallography 
crystallography 

diffraction 
XPS, EXAFS 
diffraction 

diffraction ,surfaces 
XPS 

Energy Range 

E > IkeV 

E > IkeV 

E > IkeV 

E > 5keV 

E>3keV 

E > Zkev 

E > IkeV 
E> IkeV 

E > IkeV 

E > IkeV 

E>\QeV 
E ~ lOeV 
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4. Slovenian activities related to ELETTRA 

Due to its excellent properties and proximity, ELETTRA is of considerable interest 
for the scientific community in Slovenia. In response to the above mentioned initiatives, 
an informal Initiative committee for the cooperation with ELETTRA was formed in 
March 1992. Its first task is to encourage and assemble the proposals from the users 
and scientists in Slovenia interested for the work at ELETTRA. The results of this 
efforts are summarized in Table 5. 

Now, based on the expressed interests, the possibilities to formulate the proposal 
for beamline are studied. From Table 5 the dominant interest for crystallography 
and diffraction is evident, however one of the ELETTRA beamlines, dedicated to the 
crystallography, and using for that purpose the most appropriate wiggler radiation 
source, is already under construction. Therefore the proposal of another one, located 
on bending magnet, with longer -less favorable- critical wavelength, appears to be 
undesirable. 

Another possibility, still not covered by already approved proposals, may be the 
beamline for the study of multi-electron processes. Alternatives aTe however possible 
and the final decision will probably be taken after the discussions and consultations 
with ELETTRA Program Advisory Committee President. 
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